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Reasons to put extra attention on Transfer Pricing

Due to Covid-19 for example:
− supply-chaines might have been disrupted;
− additional need for financial arrangement might have been required;
− governmental support has been acquired.
In case the impact of the above on the existing Transfer Pricing models has not been
substantiated/documented correctly, your company might prepare incorrect financial
statements/tax returns.
This might create a situation in which your company might be administratively
penalised.
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Introduction
1.

Based on the articles 8b jo. 29b-29h Wet op de vennootschapsbelasting 1969 (Dutch CIT Act) the profit of entities being part of a
group should be determined under similar conditions as would be the case in transactions with independent parties. Furthermore,
documentation in written is required to substantiate this issue.
Especially in multinational groups this issue should be handeled with extra care as different tax authorities are involved in the review
of the allocation of the profits within the group.

2.

Due to Covid-19 many industries have sufferred adjustments to their business model (whether or not based on governmental
instructions). It should be determined whether the practice within the group can be considered to match with practices of the group
with independent parties and/or how independent parties interact given the situation at hand. In case there are differences in the
practice this might be a reason for adjusting the intercompany procedures.

3.

The OECD has provided further (high-level) guidance on how to deal with the effect of Covid-19 on the supply/value chains and
deviations in profit levels in comparison to previous years.
The most important observation by the OECD in this guidance is the need for well documented substantiation of deviating positions
in comparison to previous years. In this documentation all available information should be considered.

4.

As each case is unique, no general ‘one-size-fits-all’ guidance can be provided with respect to the above.
This being said, the following flowcharts might provide a first guidance in the evaluation on whether or not Transfer Pricing
adjustments might be required.
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Explanation Flowcharts (1)
1.

Flowchart 1
This flowchart is to determine whether or not an entity is part of a multinational entity and as such might be impacted by TP-regulastions. If so, this
flowchart is also intended to determine the the character of the entity, i.e. ‘limited risk’ (effectively only active on an operational level based on instructions
provided by other group members) or ‘entrepreneur’ ((co)responsible for tactical decision making within the group).
Limited risk entities should – based on Transfer Pricing regulations – earn a profit in the long run, though incidental losses are possible.
Entrepreneurial entities earn the residual profits once all limited risk entities have been remunerated. As such the residual profit can not be tested, though
the other intercompany transactions should be considered on their arm’s length nature.

2.

Flowchart 2
This flowchart is to determine whether or not limited risk entities might have additional Transfer Pricing risks.
This risk might be considered higher in case of losses (i.e. claiming carry back and/or accounting for a tax provision (receivable), while effectively tax might
be due..However, even without additional risk recognised it might still be worth to go through flowcharts 2a-2c as well

3.

Flowchart 2a
This flowchart is to determine inconsistencies in changes in contractal terms in intercompany and external contracts.
Comparison is to be made per category (i.e. rent vs. rent, procurement vs. procurement etc.).
Both formal and informal adjustments should be considered. Informal adjustments can be considered to be later/lower/non payment of certain costs while
the contracts have not been altered (yet).

4.

Flowchart 2b
This flowchart focusses on the allocation of Covid-19 related costs and aims to determine whether the allocated costs fit in the function/risk profile of the
entity.
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Explanation Flowcharts (2)
1.

Flowchart 2c
This flowchart deals with situation in which (due to Covid-19) a change in function/risk profile has occured or is suggested to enable the allocation of Covid-19 specific costs as mentioned
in flowchart 2b.
Such changes could imply a restructuring with accompanying Transfer Pricing issues to be dealt with.

2.

Flowchart 3
This flowchart aims at additional financing and the conditions applicable (e.g. interest rate, maturity date, secureties).

3.

Flowchart 4
This flowchart relates to governmental support and more specifically whether or not this support might/should be set off against specific costs.
It is important to determine whether or not a direct link between the costs and the support. In case the allowance/entrance to the support is based on one variable, while the amount of
support depends on anothre variabele, there is no such direct link. In this resepct the following should be considered:
NOW-support should be considered a seprate revenue from a Transfer Pricing-perspective as the amount of the support depends on the total amount of wages, while the entrance
to the support is based on the drop in revenue.
TVL: as of October 2020 the condition to be allowed to enter this support is a drop in revenue of at least 30% while, the amount of support depends on the drop in revenue as well,
though is considered a support for certain fixed costs. As the direct link between the amount and the costs is missing, the TVL should be considered a separate revenue from a Transfer
Pricing perspective as of Ocotber 2020.
Depending on the answers, this (non)allocation might have affect the base for the calculation of the Transfer Pricing remuneration to be applied.

4.

Flowchart 5
This flowchart focusses on inconsistency in Covid-19 adjustments within the group as this might be an indication for so-called ‘cherry picking’.

Please note
In several flowcharts reference is made to the ‘arm’s length nature’ of the transactions.
In these flowcharts the ‘arm’s length nature’ should be considered by (theoretically) compare the intercompany situation at hand with a similar situation with an independent party and/or how two
independent parties would interact in a similar situation.
For questions the Transfer Pricing Desk can be consulted.
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Flowchart 1 and 2
Step 1: Entity characterisation

−

Vraag documentatie
op
Part of multinational group?

−

Ga naar Stap 2
Yes

Stap 2: Determining profitability limited risk entity

Level of EBIT (as percentage) in
comparison to previous year?

No
Higher
TP-characterisation
based on
documentation?

Lower
though still
positive

Lower and
negative

End
Positive impact of Covid-19
on business activities?

Limited risk

Entrepreneur

Go to Step 2

Go to Step 2a
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From Dutch perspective limited
risk
Go to Step 3

Yes

From Dutch perspective higher
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Flowchart 2a
Step 2a: Changes in contractual conditions?

−
−

Step 2a (continued): Changes in contractual conditions

Vraag documentatie
op
Have contractual

No

Yes

conditions been
changed?

Ga naar Stap 2
No

Yes

Go to Step 2b

Provide
substantiation and
determine whether
or not at arm’s
length

At arm’s length?

Are the changes similar in both
intercompany and third party
contracts?

Yes

Go to Step
2b

No
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Go to Step
2b
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Flowchart 2b
Step 2b: Covid-19 specific costs

−
−

Step 2b (continued): Covid-19 specific costs

Additional (Covid-19 op
Vraag documentatie

No

related) costs allocated
to the entity?

Yes

Ga naar Stap 2

Yes

No

Is allocation in line with function and
risk profie as stated in the TPdocumentation?
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There is a
reason to
consider
the
transaction
at arm’s
length

At arm’s length?

Go to Step 2c

No

Provide
substantiation and
determine whether
or not at arm’s
length

Yes

No

Go to
Step 2c

Need for TPadjustment

Go to
Step 2c

Yes
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Flowchart 2c
Step 2c: Change in function/risk profile as reason for adjustment profits

Step 2c (continued): Change in function/risk profile as reason for

−

Has a change in op
Vraag documentatie
function/risk profile

adjustment profits
No

−

Ga naar Stap 2

Yes

occurred?

No

Yes

Go to Step 3
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Has there been a cash settlement in
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No

Go to
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Yes
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Flowchart 3
Step 3: Change in finance

Step 3 (continued): Change in finance

−

Additional
intercompany financing op
and/or
Vraag
documentatie
continuation of existing intercompany

−

Ga naar Stap 2

No

Not
applicable

Yes

financing after maturity date?

Yes

No

Are on the new/extended intercompany
financing similar conditions applicable
as on new/extendedd external
financing?
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Go to Step 4
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Not
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No

Go to
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Go to
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Yes
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Flowchart 4
Step 4: Governmental support

−
−

Step 4 (continued): Governmental support

Vraag Has
documentatie
op
the entity received governmental

Yes

No

support related to Covid-19?

Ga naar Stap 2

Support set off against correct
cost-line/item?

Yes

No

Support not to be
allocated to
specific costline/item =>
additional income
Need for (TP-)
adjustment

Go to Step 5

Is the support related to specific costs
and is there a direct link between the
amount of the specific cost-line/item
and the support? (see general
explanation)

Yes
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Flowchart 5
Step 5: Consistent application within the group

−

Step 5 (continued): Consistent application within the group

VraagAredocumentatie
eventual (non)adjustmentsop
applied

At arm’s length?

consistently within the group?

−

Ga naar Stap 2
No

Yes

End
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Yes

No

End

Need for TPadjustment

End

At arm’s length?
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Disclaimer:
The content of the above information is
intended as a general informative
memorandum. Baker Tilly (Netherlands) N.V.
therefore accepts no liability for actions taken
based on this document.
February 2021

Baker Tilly (Netherlands) N.V.
Fascinatio Boulevard 260
3065 WB Rotterdam
Contact:
P.J. (Patrick) van Leeuwen MSc
Senior Manager Tax Advisory/
Head of Transfer Pricing Desk
e-mail: p.vanleeuwen@bakertilly.nl
mobile: 06-15003272

P. (Patrick) van der Heiden LLM
Manager Tax Advisory/Transfer Pricing
e-mail: p.vanderheiden@bakertilly.nl
mobile: 06-21903630

General e-mail Transfer Pricing Desk: transferpricing@bakertilly.nl
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